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Key Point: Jim Jordan already had his highly touted “whistleblowers” exposed as

frauds – including two he invited to testify today – but that isn’t stopping him from

going ahead with his political circus of a hearing. Jordan’s witnesses have been working

closely with Trump allies behind the scenes and are widely discredited conspiracy

theorists and insurrection supporters. Jordan, House Republicans, and his extreme

witnesses have shown that they have zero credibility. This hearing is just another

desperate stunt designed to hurt President Biden as part of Jordan’s transparent plan to

try to get his friend Donald Trump re-elected.

Toplines

● This hearing is nothing more than a pathetic political stunt designed

by MAGA Republicans to undermine President Biden in order to get

more power for themselves, push their extreme agenda, and help

Donald Trump.MAGA Republicans have been holding failed hearing after

failed hearing trying to prove their baseless allegations against President Biden

and this hearing is set to be a flop as well.

● Jim Jordan’s “whistleblowers” spread lies and conspiracy theories

about January 6th, and other potential witnesses have reportedly

been suspended for being at the Capitol on January 6th. How is anyone

who has been spreading wild and baseless conspiracy theories about January 6th

or who was actually at the Capitol that day supposed to be believed when it comes

to alleged wrongdoing by the government. These so-called whistleblowers have

zero credibility and should not be taken seriously.

● The witnesses have deep ties to Congressional Republicans and the

TrumpMAGA world, including Trump loyalist Kash Patel. These

so-called “whistleblowers” have been receiving money and legal support from



Trump allies. It is no surprise that these Trump-style attacks are coming from the

big man himself. One witness previously worked for Senator Chuck Grassley who

has been working with Jordan to push these conspiracy theories. Jordan has

already pledged to use his taxpayer-funded committees to try to get Donald

Trump re-elected and this is just one part of his plan.
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For the latest information, talking points, and research that exposes the reality behind

Republicans’ political stunts targeting the Biden Administration, visit:

congressionalintegrity.org/resources.

https://congressionalintegrity.org/resources/

